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1. Vele Sualary of Operation

a. Georg HILLR (true name), German, born I August 1932 and living in
Hamburg, was a mesiber of Coomunist affiliated youth groap there*
A man uham he had met in b' 	 * Heinrich STLINHOLVE1 (true
name), born 30 day 1913 0 had been Nexpelledff from the .FD in 1952.
STLINHONVII, offered SUS emplopunt to HILL, who reported the
offer to a HDIT (Bund Deutschee Jugend) superior. The latter put
ILIUM in touch with V-2950 of ZIPPLR I s OV L, who directed ii11,141
to accept.

b. HILWR and 3TLINHOeV4L crossed illegally into the $oveone, Gersany,
in September 1952, made contact with two Soviet case officers, and
were driven to Schwerin * Here HILL6H wrote out a ?RS and signed a
secreeyeloyaity oath. he was given mililWae ID's for the aemburg
area and was eAven directions for a second meeting, to be had in
aerlin. The sass officers conducted ht to a gatehouse in the
Koepernick area. Here he was again drilled on his ID's, paid ta 340
(West), and required to receipt * He then reported, supposedly
staying within the confines of material previously approved by 41.Fee.
New IDi s re Hatebun border guards, German military units British
and Danish troops, and Hamburg harbor were given the agent. He was
directed to reappear three months later (February 1953) at the same
place (Berlin/Schoeneweide subway station) for his next meeting.

Before this meeting, U1LLZR WILS approached by his uncles one Aax
HOE4DiiiL, born 13 July 1904. The BfV (Bund fuer Verfassungsschuta)
had already placed nomma on a blacklist as a fabricator. (Despite
this fact, ODOPAII which maintains direct liaisonlith the BIV 1 later
recruited HCCHnlee only to drop him in 1953 for the saga reason.)
HOBRKEI persuaded HILLER to write at dictation but in his own hand-
waiting a vague and rambling account oftemaide› were pianninz to blow
up Ruhr factories. This report was to be sent to the BIS. (1101Ilia
also approached, in )eceMber 1952, a U.S. Political affairs officer in
liambarg with a story of having been run (but treated unfairly) by the
ars from 1946 to early 1952; he implied, at least, an offer of his
services to the AIS.) V-2950 decided that ROEHUI, an old itPD hand,
was probably testing HILLZa on SHIS orders and directed the agent to
report the episode to his U8 case officer.

d. On 31 January 1953, STEINHOLUL introduced UILLLR, in STLIHHOnL t s home,
to Karl Heinz THODT, who spoke so openle of engaging in espionage for
the 3W that 1ILLS4 became certain that $TZINHO4VIL had informed THOM
that he (HILLSR) was also an agent.

e. On 1 February 1953, HILLee went to the appointed meeting place in
Schoeneweide, but no one from the SIM appeared. HIII6R went to the
nearest Vopo (people's police) office and persuaded the policeelan there
to call the state security service. To SSD men appeared and, after
further talk, called another number. 3ome three hours after HILLee
first entered the Vopo station, a $eviet and femelft_interpreter appeared.
HILL1R explained about the missed meeting. Five and a half hours later
HILLM's case officer appeared. He explained that he had expected the
agent the following day. (COMMENT: At the preceding meeting, LILL&R
had been given alternate meeting arrangements but had then sent
notification of a week's delay.) Without repTimanding the agent for
the conspicuous method by which he had established contact, the case
officer drove him to Luisenstrasse 32 0 near the Karlshorst compound.
The following day HILLM submitted reports, including the letter written
to the BIS at e04aKelL e s dictation' this matter did not seem to interest
the case officer. HILLZa was given a list of ID' a, all directly or
indirectly military in nature and thus prompting 4IPPlat to theories
(probably correctly) that the opposing service was the w. He uas paid
30G U4 (West) and warned to see less of STLIMOZVEL. A series of alternate

. meeting dates in Aay (four in all) were arranged,
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f. The fourth meeting took place on 16 - 17 Aey 1953. IIIIJL4 was met
by his case °Meer,. e •VI4TORe . at . the 0440 Berlin sebeay . station;
was driven again to Luis-an/Aram 32; and was th re debriefed (he
again transaitted previously cleared eaterial). He was again
warned to break off his contact , with STailedeaVaL assoon as possible.
a VIKTOR also gave mum further military ID's (some of wbicheas
HILLaR pointed oute were unrealistic because vital outside , his
capabilities. • Little advice, and this vague, was given HILLaR as to
the practical operational steps to be taken in order to meat these
requirements.) PILLER was paid DM 350 (West), for which he recelpted
(appareptly in true name, since no mention of his SRIS alias or
pseudonym is mado). A meeting and.. alternate were set for Juaeo with
further alternate in August* (COMMaNTI It wee initlally seaweed.
by ZIPPeR that the prolongederieeel 2 3 montheY intervals between
eeetings indicated that HULA vas still being cleared. But this
pattern continues to the sod of the case, in October 19530 	 VIKTOR
may have expected that another case officer would take over the agent
at this meeting, since he directed HILLER to bring three bottles of
Coca Cola eloege . (C)MaaRT: . HILLaR had Made extensive notes, in his
.ovn handwriting, for the purpose of reporting to his ZoIneaR ease officer •
on this meeting. An intereeting sideelight is thrown on hima by
the fact that these notes were pasted to POB with a request for a
graphological. analysis. The writer knows of other instencee in which
ZIPPER has attempted to use •eaphologe as one means- of evaluating
character.)

• In June LIPPaR decided, for control reasons, to eove HILLA from Hamburg
to asidelbee0 and to transfer control of the agent from V-2948 to
1-2653. HILLaR succeeded in arranging the transfer with the firm
employing him. At the same time it was learned that HILLER had commit-
ted serious indiscretions which, in the end, caused this case to be
tereinated. KILLaR had informed his mother, his girlfriend, and a
friend of his mother that he was a double agent rking for the GIS
against the SRIS and had also given his mother the true name of
STaINHOEVEL plus the fact that he was an saIs agent.

h. On 9 Jule HILLeR mat 4 VIKTOR and a new driver at the Berlin-echoenweide
subway station, according to plan. He informed a VIKTOR of the love from
Hamburg to Heidelberg, and at this point it became co(epleteay apparent
that e VIKTOR was not competent to do more than act as middleman for
SA unknown superior, since 4 VIM% was unable to adjust to the shift
and continued to give HALM a long list of ID's about the namburg area.
The meeting was held not in Luisenstraeae but in an open, wooded area*
During the meeting e VIKTOR asked questions about the source of cleared
information on the West German police* HILLeR had been inadequately
briefed and, in the main, avoided answering by claiming not to ender -
stand. (e VIKTOR speaks broken German but still can scarcely have been
deceived by this maneuver.) HILLaa's now ID's includedphotograpbye
for which purpose he was to rent a camera. (CONMaDTI This order
suggests that HIllaR was rot held in high esteem by the case or ops
officer directing"te VINTOR •) HILL4R was, bowevere paid DM 600 at
this meeting, for which he reoeipted in true name. (MOUNT; The
receipt is phrased as fiancee: eor inforeation delivered and for the
obtaining of further information. fAuf3laerungesarbeig in aest
Gereany, I have today received the men of DA 600 West.) The next meetire
was arranged for October, with an alternate date in November 1953, the
meeting place remaining unehangede H/LLaR WAS directed during this
meeting to see STLINK0aVEL once moresto inform hie that he (111Llidt)
had noefurther contact with the 5A1S, and then break off completely Any
further association with STalaa0eVeLe

On 20 July 1953 ILL it received from ies girlfriend,. Marlene pabas
in aamburg, a letter stating that she was pregnant and expected him to
marry her in Octobere Since the girlfriend knew of HILL:108 involvement
in a Ca case (see above), Zing?. did not wish to arouse her wrathe



In 3eptember or early October hILIZR became acquainted with an
American major and his German girlfrield in Heidelberg. ZIPMR
aeked for permission to pass their identitiee, plus an indication
that they would be susceptible to recruitment, to the SUS. One
of the two major liaison problems in the case was thereby precipitated.
ODIRSX WW1 approached and reacted vigorously, agreeing to the proposal
on condition .. that they be given full details on the case, inclading
all operational take. In early Fovember =PAL in Bremen, without

11,7Z1:ita-hiol coord eation	 103, ega of RILL1R; POB cabled a request that they
desist. A modes operndi far this one case was worked out, though
not pursuseffrite cone esion becaese the case was termiaated by
ZIPPER on 1 April 1954. The larger policy Josue of the extent to uhich
OPIREX should be 'cut in on a PPM (or direct 7.1.4011X) operations in
return for cooperation was never resolved•

k. A sacend knotty liaison problem appeared altaest at the beginning of
the case, as a result of an S& to BILLLa re British OB in the
hagiburg area. After headquarters, ?rankfurt, and 	 had collided on
the advisability Of alloWing H1LLLa to report that he could obtain
on his owe, the question was pasted to C	 ;I Their representatives
also requetted -operational details. The long-range result was a
series of ZIPPLRece.. 	 conferences during which each revealed
significaet information. ZIPPLR briefed re J on TJJ DRULLIBI 13.
ce	 revealed that STLINROBVIL (now spelled STSINH0LF.I6L) had been
their PA since Jely 1953 and that is SRI'S ease officer was also

V/ICTORe whom E. 	 :Ideftnitely considered aka officer. itesaltant
• comparison of notes led ZIPPgR (With. adequate reasons) to conclude
that HILLER had been reporting honestly to them. (COMIAWRN C_ ee
gives a very detailed account to lama of the 5TLINHOLFEL case; this
account is forwarded in attachments to EGLA-6569, 2 December 1953.
It is not summarized here because it is not properly a part of the
present series of studies. As an example'ef	 za handling or an
authentic DA case, however, it merits -separate study.

1. The agent s s inability to observe minimum security precautions again
became evident in aeptelber, When it as leerned that ILIt had
Approached the Gorman police in Bremen, withoat any authorization,
and had there exposed himself as an agent of a Western 13. he also
revealed to a friend, one 'itans T., that he worked for a West .ierman
counterintelligence office. In November 1, 153 suspicion arose that one
:alter VILMA: also had some information about HILLa • s agent attivities.
!V Ude time the nar4ber of Unauthorized parsons known or suspected to
have information on this score had risen to• eight;

m. On 3 October 1953 fi1L4;1i had his lest meting with the Sala* het by
VIVOR mei a now (fanstle)interpreter, WA, at the sale point in

ast Derlin, hILI1 was conducted to a now warehouse on Regattastrasse,
Berlin/am:mu* FilLLS11 presented his reports, previously cleared by

PPli;:a received IV a concerning chiefly the 	 ;Amy in Germany;
and was told that after the first of the year he would be 131,ven training.
itherLIP.Pii:a had failed to brief the agent on this possibility, or

1.4IW4 was as uneontrollable as usual. At any event, he declined. The
agent was told to .find a dead drop, sir= in the future his material
would be picked up by a ceurier when he should not meet. rte was also
given a cover address in Schwerin. he next pueeting was set for .Secember
1953. ;.1) VIKTOR indicated that he t ,!!101t., make a direct al:preach to HILLials
alleged Istria!) police source. (The information passed to the Siaa as
coming from this um was act:m.14 supplied by hIPPGit; ItILLE14, and the
police "sokuice", in fact., had never !met.) HILIZ:a was again. paid	 600

n. IIamarri,ed	 ',ST'si.13 on 31 October 1953..-



On 25 'iovezAher 1953 a eanfereoce of ZAVUID-,41	 reprosentatttee
Nee held. The former eteted that tarl-lieine THODT (paragraph id,
above) had told 3IttilOtaZFEL that he regarded HILL61 as suapicioas.
STOINUOLM had repeated this reroark to his and RILL's case officer,

It was agreed at thie conference that 4IPP4a would
gradeally withdrew:H=41 front ans contact, since his loquaeiousness
had already blown him to a nuWeer of pale, with the result that he
was endahgering himself, ZIPPLao and JAMIa t s more lucrative ease
of STEItalOaLlo tcting under orders, HILLaie. wrote a letter (sometime
before 22 DeceMber 1953) to his 5&15 COVW address, stating that be
was forced to discontinue work for thea teevorarily because his wife.
had learned of is activities and wag perturbed.

P . Tido atop was negated on 1 Aarch 1954 when HILLaa, acting on ors
or klo261n, wrote another letter to his Sall; cover address in Schwerin.
(COMENT: 4IiaPER indicates that V-2618, who had consulted no superior
before taking this step, use sharply reprimanded but gives no awe as
to his motives.) The letter called forth a reply, dated 20 tiarch 1954,
setting up another Berlinmeating. alTat reacted by droroAngUILLEU
after exacting the customary security pledge, including a 0110u:ill:Were
taking to have no further contact with the Sa13e ae was given DM 600
as drop pay. ance he was moving baek toHaMburo, 4IPPLa arrang4d
that JAVUtia uonld oontiouo to keep sal eye on hi:.

4. Analysis

a. Analoois of this wee leaves no practical doubt that 17111,14aa was an
honest DA: i.e., he eacceedod in 00-11.000.111. 17, from the SaIS (acteally
ga) the fact that he was vorking against then and for 4IPOOR. he also
obeyed most orders of his two ap ll a ease officers. Ooze, profit was
obtained: 4IPPLa learned the identity of the :;13ki$ case officers confirmed
from another LA case; learned the identity-of a feu SRI& agents in
Western aormany; obtained a long list of GO Ili f e; pinpointed the looao
tians of three gatehouses and an illegal border-crossing point; and
obtained a not insignificant insight into GRV working habits. The
on the other hard, obtained only uniaportant inforeationpromiously
cjearet by ZIPPA for passing to 4:VIKTOR.

b. Under these oircuoetancee, with Anoh oore to gain and little to lose,
it is vero unfortunate that ZIPPOR was compelled to terminate the ploy.
tith oale justice, Oaraalt points out that HILLA was himself responsible
for the abrept termination. He was certainly a difficult agent to control:
young, rash, ifitputuouss insecure, and loquacious. Yet he stood up well
in difficult eituations, Via-4-1,117 his IS control, which 4IPPKit
should have anticipated and for which, on one occasion, m,e1;ii. was solely
responsible. His long..range potential inside the MIS was obvious, and
it was 41,ts responsibility to provide firmer and more effective
field /eaderehip than Rmaa enotopm4

c. The reason for transferring SILLaa front Hanburg to Heidelberg is not
made clear in this gage, although plausible (if not compelling) reasons
can be inferred. ideally, after JOVIZIN and zifT'a realized that they
were both zeroed in not nerely Op the same target but even on the same
ttIO case officer, one agency or the other shoeld have assueed control
of both at's. in fact, had HI:WA moaned in Moberg (to which city
he eventually returned anyway), Obvious security consideratione would
have forced this move, with the agency assumiog control pronisino to
keep the "losing" a?eoco informed. : Had this step. been taken, the
controlling agency could have taken measures to coanteract the damage
which iiILLYA had cone by putting bin on ice for a time (even hospitaliz-
ing his for cover purposes), having him thus explain his inactivity to
the aRi% and having him inform those persons wts had gained some insight
into his 13 activities that since his marriage, and the birth, or his
chile, he had dropped out of the 13 picture oomplote44 . Contaot could
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then be resumed half a year later (the acs.5 was already contemplating
six months , intervals between agent meetings). With both hitLai and
scratmaia, reporting to the same agency (but not to the same case
officer) and with both also working for Avimoa, the western service
would have had. a unique opportunity to view, through the Oyes of two
agents, the workings of the AU.


